Abstract-most of traditional robust problems focus on developing a robust controller to stabilize the dynamic system when system parameters perturb in certain bounded range. However, this paper studies the robust inverse problem, that is to say studying robust stability's inverse problem (RSIP) for linear systems. In other words, it needs to find at least a stable system parameters' perturbation space (SSPPS) for any given stable controller. A robust stability's inverse theorem is proposed for linear systems, and SSPPS of stable controllers can be determined by inverse theorem. SSPPS is investigated by inverse theorem when system parameters appear perturbations. Numerical example and results are shown correctness and effectiveness of robust stability's inverse theorem.
INTRODUCTION
As known, robust controller still can remain good system performances when the dynamic system or controlled processes' parameters appear perturbation. Similarly, robust controller also can provide dynamic system with good performances when the control system is affected by external disturbances. Thus, robust stability norm and robust controller design method had been studied a lot. In [1] , robust stability criterion is presented for interval polynomials and matrices of linear dynamic system. In [2] , a design method of robust optimal proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller is proposed for processes with multiple parameters perturbation by a new interval polynomial stability criterion and Lyapunov theorem. In [3] , a robust design method of digital PID controller is proposed for H-bridge soft-switching boost converter. In [4] , a design method of nonlinear robust controller is presented for power system by back-stepping method. In [5] , a design method of robust PI and PID controller is presented in frequency domain. In [6] , robust optimal controller is proposed for nonlinear system via Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman solution. In [7] , a design method of robust controller is proposed by iterative learning approach. In [8] , repetitive controller is designed for linear systems with robust performance requirement via parameter space approach. In [9] , a design method of simply structured multivariable robust controllers is presented by mixture sensitivity robust performance and robust stability criteria. In [10] , a robust controller design method is proposed for a piezoelectric bimorph nonlinear actuator via the stochastic equivalent linearization method. In [11] , a robust controller design method is proposed for high-frequency power distribution system via -synthesis. In [12] , a design method of optimal PID controller with -Routh stability is presented for different processes. Therefore, most of scholars focus on developing robust controller for control system with uncertain parameters or external disturbances. However, this paper focuses on finding a stable system parameter perturbation space (SSPPS) when a stable controller is presented for nominal dynamic systems or processes. When system parameters perturb in SSPPS, the stable controller can stabilize the dynamic system or processes, therefore it does not need to design the controller again. Once external disturbances or system parameters exceeded the limit of SSPPS, and then it can redesign the controller. So that, it can reduce controller's adjusting frequency of dynamic systems or processes. This paper is arranged as: in Section.2, robust stability inverse problem is formulated. In Section.3, robust stability inverse theorem is presented. In Section.4, numerical example and results are presented. In Section.5, the paper is reviewed and study contents are concluded.
ROBUST STABILITY INVERSE PROBLEM FORMULATION
How to design the robust controller for dynamic systems and controlled processes has been studied a lot. Of course, we always try to design the robust controller for the systems with uncertain parameters or disturbances. Now, it can make a reverse idea or thinking, if a stable controller is presented for a nominal system, it does need to find the stable system parameters perturbation space for a given stable controller. Each system parameter has different effects on robust stability of the dynamic system or process. Fig.1 shows linear system with serial controller G c (s), and this paper wants to figure out the SSPPS of stable controller G c (s) when system parameters of process G p (s) appear perturbations. Whether any stable controllers of process G p (s) will has the SSPPS? 
ROBUST STABILITY INVERSE THEOREM
Any given linear closed-loop control system (LCCS) is asymptotically stable, namely controller G c (s) can stabilize dynamic systems or processes G p,0 (s). Then processes G p,0 (s) must at least have a parameter perturbation space or robust stability domain (RSD) , and controller G c (s) still can stabilize control system when system parameters of processes G p,0 (s) perturb in space .
More strictly and accurately speaking, if controller G c (s) makes processes G p,0 (s) remain closed-loop stable, then processes G p (s) at least has a parameter perturbation space or robust stability domain (RSD) , and processes G p (s) can be stabilized by controller G c (s) when system parameters of processes G p,0 (s) perturb in space . Necessary and sufficient conditions of robust stability inverse theorem are that: denominator order and numerator order of controller G c (s) and process G p,0 (s) should satisfy following relationships
Proofs: LCCS is asymptotically stable. Without losing generality, it can assume that the nominal processes G p,0 (s) and controller G c (s) can be depicted by following equation
, 0 2 Where a i,0 and b j,0 is nominal system parameters, k l is the controller parameters (i=1,…, ; j=1,…,w+1; l=1 ,…, z+q+2). Then, closed-loop characteristic equation can be can be obtained 0 0 1  1  1  2  1  2 , , ,
Where M is a positive real (M>0), j (j=1,…,n) is linear function of controller parameters k i . LCCS is asymptotically stable, and then following equivalent relationships can be obtained
, , Where H j (m 1 ,…,m n ) is j-th order Hurwitz determinant (j=1,2,…,n) of characteristic polynomial P(k,s). Therefore, stable region s of characteristic polynomial P(k,s) will be obtained 
Where , , are relative perturbation space (RPS), A , B are system parameter perturbation space. Therefore, perturbation process G p (s) can be depicted by following equation 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND RESULTS
To illustrate robust stability inverse theorem, a nominal process G p,0 (s) is obtained from modified example in [13] . Nominal process is a non-minimum phase process. In this paper, the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller G c (s) is used to stabilize the perturbation process. Table.1 shows the different PID controller has different perturbation space . Fig.2 and Fig.3 1 or b 1 , a 2 or b 2 , a 3 or b 3 ; a 1 and b 1 , a 2  and b 2 , a 3 and b 3 ) appear perturbations. If the system parameter a 3 exceeds 5.04, then the controller G c,2 (s) still can stabilize the perturbed process, and its control system will be stable. Thus, PID controller G c,2 (s) has better robust stability than PID controller G c,1 (s), and different controllers have different perturbed space . Of course, the controller G c,1 (s) and G c,2 (s) can stabilize perturbed process when three or more system parameters appear perturbation.
Space s,0 has free variables (FV), and its number of free variables (NFV) is ( +w+1)-n, thus space { A B } s,0 and parameter perturbation space must not be empty set. Parameter perturbation space is not an empty set, then controller G c,0 (s) can stabilize process G p (s) when system parameters perturb in the space . Therefore, robust stability inverse theorem finally holds.
Remark: robust stability inverse theorem reveals that the controller G c,0 (s) stabilize a nominal process G p,0 (s), and this controller still could stabilize perturbation processes G p (s) when system parameters of nominal process G p,0 (s) perturb in a certain range. In other words, closed-loop control system is still asymptotically stable when system parameters of process G p,0 (s) do not exceed a certain perturbation range. Space R will induce space P , and the space P will induce the space s,0 . The maximum perturbation range of system parameters of process G p,0 can be obtained ,0 , The step response results of controller G c,1 (s) and G c,2 (s) under different perturbed parameter are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively. For controller G c,1 (s), oscillation behavior is obviously when system parameter a 3 appear perturbation. The number of oscillations and its frequency is added, which indicates its robust stability is deteriorated when system parameter a 3 is gradually increased. For controller G c,2 (s), response results of controller G c,2 (s) do not appear overshoot, and response velocity of control system is added when system parameter b 3 is gradually increased. Where A,m , B,m are the maximum perturbation space, and P,m is maximum perturbation space P . System parameters of interval process G p (s) is the subset of space A,m and B,m . 
CONCLUSION
Most of traditional robust problems focus on developing a robust controller to stabilize the dynamic systems or processes when system parameters appear perturbation. This paper studies robust stability inverse problem, and focuses on finding at least a SSPPS for any given stable controller. A robust stability's inverse theorem is proposed for linear systems, and SSPPS can be fixed by the inverse theorem. Different stable controllers have different robust stability and perturbed space . The stable controller has good robust stability, and will have large perturbed space .
